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ABSTRACT. Photometric observations have been made of 16 stars classified as constant, CST or CST:,
in the General Catalog of Variable Stars. One star, U Tauri, was found to be a rapid irregular variable
and three others may vary at a low level. In two cases, FV Delphini and FP Geminorum, the star
identified as the variable on published finding charts is not variable but a nearby star did vary. It is
suggested that the wrong stars were marked on the charts but the possibility remains that the variables
may have exhibited constancy during earlier observations.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. THE OBSERVATIONS

The fourth edition of the General Catalog of Variable
Stars (the GCVS, Kholopov 1985, 1987) contains 69 stars
which are classed as constant in light (CST) and 89 stars
which are classed as constant with some uncertainty
(CST:). The introduction to the catalog characterizes
these as "nonvariable stars, formerly suspected to be variable and hastily designated. Further observations have not
confirmed their variability."
While many of these stars were no doubt erroneously
included in the catalog, Eggen ( 1983) found that such one
star, R Puppis, began to vary in 1980 after decades of
apparent constancy. Since the star had been reported as a
high amplitude variable a century earlier, it is apparent
that R Pup is a variable which went through a long interval
of inactivity. A similar case is presented by RU Camelopardalis which pulsated with high amplitude until about
1964 when Demers and Fernie (1966) found it to be constant. Since that time pulsation has been reestablished but
not with the regularity the star exhibited previously (see
Broglia et al. 1978). These stars suggest that pulsation can
disappear for periods of years or decades and then resume.
The cessation of variability in R Pup and RU Cam is of
interest because it demonstrates significant changes in stellar pulsation on time scales of years or decades. This is
short compared with the time scales in most stages of stellar evolution but long compared with the pulsation period.
It is, however, comparable to the time scale associated with
such phenomena as the solar cycle and the variation in the
strength of the Blazhko effect. The Kelvin time can also be
of this order for luminous stars.
In view of the potential interest in mechanisms which
might produce pauses in stellar variation on time scales of
years or decades, an attempt has been made to locate more
examples. Such stars might be entered in the GCVS after
being observed during an active phase but later deemed
constant when reobserved during a quiescent phase. We
have therefore reobserved 16 stars classed as CST or CST:
in the GCVS.

The observations presented in this paper were made between 1991 September and 1992. March with the Behlen
Observatory CCD photometry system. The observational
techniques were described previously (Schmidt et al. 1990)
as was the instrumentation (Schmidt 1988, 1990, 1991).
As in the previous papers, observations were made in the V
and R bands. It should be noted that differential magnitudes relative to other stars in the CCD field are determined accurately even when conditions are too poor for all
sky photometry. For the present study we shall be primarily concerned with the differential magnitudes although
data were placed on the standard system using photometric
nights.
The stars are listed in Table 1. The first column identifies them while the second and third columns give the
number of nights on which each was observed and the
number of individual observations. The fourth and fifth
columns give the night-to-night rms scatter of the V and R
differential magnitudes. V magnitudes and V - R colors on
the standard system (as defined by the standard stars of
Landolt 1983) are listed in columns 6 and 8 while their
standard errors are in columns 7 and 9.
The final column of Table 1 indicates whether each star
was variable during the interval of our observations. This
judgment was based on the standard deviations listed in the
table, the number and brightnesses of the comparison stars,
and any systematic trends in the magnitudes during individual nights. Thus, VV Cam is listed as a possible variable
in spite of small night-to-night scatter in its V and R magnitudes.

3. DISCUSSION OF INDIVIDUAL STARS
Stars which are identified in Table 1 as possible variables will not be considered further here. However, since
some of these objects may be in the early stages of reestablishing variability, they will be observed again in future
seasons.
The three definite variable stars are listed in Table 2
with their identifications and coordinates from the Hubble
Space Telescope Guide Star Catalog (hereafter referred to
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